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Kathmandu Nagarkot Tour 

4 nights 5 days Kathmandu Nagarkot Tour itinerary is prepared for those travelers 

who have a short vacation period to travel in the Himalayan country, Nepal. 

Kathmandu Nagarkot tour with Everest mountain flight allows you to explore the 

cultural, historical, and natural highlights of Kathmandu valley, Mount Everest, 

and Nagarkot hill station. Throughout the 5 days Nepal tour itinerary, you will 

explore the Kathmandu Valley's cultural and historical sites, including important 

UNESCO World Heritage Sites, as well as the Nagarkot Hilltop. 

Trip highlights 

 Spectacular panoramic view of sunset and sunrise from the Nagarkot. 

 Visit the impressive Durbar Square in Patan and Bhaktapur 

 Visit Kathmandu's most iconic temples and stupas 

 Experience traditional Nepalese food 

 Meet the Nepalese people, friendly and welcoming. 

Day 01: Arrival at Kathmandu international airport 

Day 02: Everest Mountain Flight and Kathmandu city tour 

Day 03: Sightseeing tour of Patan and Bhaktapur and drive to Nagarkot 

Day 04: Drive to Kathmandu from Nagarkot 

Day 05: Departure to Kathmandu international airport 

Overview 

Kathmandu Valley and Nagarkot tour take you through Kathmandu Valley, Patan, 

Bhaktapur, and Nagarkot's cultural and historical highlights. Cultural and historical 

exploration of Kathmandu valley and scenic excursion to Nagarkot hills. This trip 

offers a religious and cultural tour to Kathmandu, Patan, and Bhaktapur's most 

wondrous places. The journey to these places will help you to experience the 

different facets of Nepal fully. On this tour, you will be a part of the rich culture 
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and traditions of Nepal. You can also visit the ancient palaces and famous heritage 

sites during this tour. Your next destination, Nagarkot, is blessed with the pure 

beauty of nature and panoramic view of the Himalayas and offers you a unique 

experience. 

 Kathmandu, the capital of Nepal, is an attractive destination for all travelers, 

irrespective of their age and choice. Kathmandu is a perfect place for people who 

want to enjoy their vacation, honeymoon to explore excellent cultural and 

historical sites along with natural wonders. 

 Kathmandu and Nagarkot sunrise tour allows you to explore the cultural and 

historical highlights of Kathmandu valley and Nagarkot hills scenic tour. The 5 

days Nepal itinerary is suitable for those travelers who want to explore some of 

the scenery. This itinerary is also helpful for those who wish to explore 

Kathmandu before or after trekking in Nepal. The Kathmandu Nagarkot tour 

presents a cultural and religious journey to the most impressive sites in the 

Kathmandu Valley, including the Durbar squares, temples, and stupas of 

Kathmandu Bhaktapur and Lalitpur (Patan). In this exciting 5 days Nepal tour, you 

will experience different facets of Nepal as you travel to these fantastic places 

and become a part of the country's beautiful traditions and culture on this sunrise 

tour in Kathmandu Nagarkot. 

 In the course of the sunrise tour in Kathmandu and Nagarkot, you will not only 

visit the historic Kathmandu Valley but also head to another famous destination, 

Nagarkot, which offers the beauty of nature and panoramic views of the 

Himalayas to make your trip once in a lifetime. 

Itinerary 

Day 01: Arrival at Kathmandu international airport 

Flying to Kathmandu on a clear day is a truly panoramic experience. The view of 

the snow-capped peaks stretching out below you is nothing short of ecstatic and 

the beginning of a whole chain of unforgettable experiences that will stay with 

you for a long, long time. One of our office representatives and driver will meet 

you at the airport and escort you to your hotel. The representative will help you 

check in at the hotel of your choice. At the hotel, you will be briefed on your daily 

activities. 



Meals: None 

Day 02: Everest Mountain Flight and sightseeing to Kathmandu City 

Everest experienced mountain flight is a popular tourist activity in the Nepalese 

Himalayas. Today early morning, you will do a one-hour mountain flight over Mt. 

Everest to capture the Nepalese Himalayas' best view. This flight will take you to 

Mt. Everest and surrounding mountains within one hour of sitting in the plane. 

You can see almost all the highest peaks, including Mt. Everest (8,848 m), Nuptse 

(7,879 M), Lhotse (8,501 M), Cho Oyu (8,000 M), Makalu (8,475 M), and 

Kanchenjunga (8,584 M), which are worth exploring. Then return to the hotel for 

breakfast and begin a guided tour of Kathmandu's most historical and spiritual 

attractions, such as Swoyambhunath (Monkey Temple), Boudhanath, 

Pashupatinath, and Kathmandu's Durbar Square.  

We begin today's excursion with a visit to Swoyambhunath, a 2,500year-old site 

where the radiant lotus of the valley's mythology is believed to have settled when 

Manjushri, the god of wisdom, drained the waters. The 5 Dhyani Buddhas, 

accompanied by their consorts, are enshrined at the foot of the stupa. (Non-

Hindus are not allowed to enter the Swayambhunath temple), and then you will 

proceed to Boudhanath.  

Boudhanath is the world's largest stupa and Tibetan Buddhist culture in Nepal. 

Around the monastery, there are antique stores where you can buy things of 

interest related to Buddhism.  

After Boudhanath, the next place is the temple of Pashupatinath, which stands on 

the Bagmati River banks. It is the holiest temple for Hindus. Many people from 

different parts of the world visit this temple. The temple dedicated to Lord Shiva 

is also a Hindu cremation ground.   

In the afternoon, visit the Kathmandu Durbar, Hanuman Dhoka, the old royal 

residential quarter, Mahadev and Parvati's temples, Machhender Bahl - a sacred 

place for Buddhists and Hindus, the temple house of Kumari, the Vestal Virgin, or 

the Living Goddess. Stroll through the local bazaars and then head to the hotel. 

Meals: Breakfast 

Day 03: Sightseeing tour of Patan and Bhaktapur 



After breakfast, we drive you to Patan Durbar Square to explore the Mahaboudha 

Temple, Kumbeshwor Temple, Krishna Temple, Golden Temple, and many other 

places in Patan. You feel as Patan has been unveiled before like an open museum. 

You will see intricately carved windows, extravagant rooftop props, statues of 

gods and goddesses, pagoda-style temples with erotic carvings, and embossed 

metal facades, and many other exquisite facets. You will also see the handicraft 

center of Patan and continue to the ancient Durbar Square of Bhaktapur, where 

you will witness unique culture and the finest craftsmanship. Bhaktapur is the 

only place in Nepal untouched by western culture. The Lion Gate, Golden Gate, 

the Art Gallery, Statue of King Bhupatindra, Nyatapola Temple, and the Malla 

Palace with its fifty-five windows are the living pride of Bhaktapur, and you will 

visit all these places before heading to the hotel in Nagarkot. You will reach 

Nagarkot before sunset. You will enjoy the sunset view and overnight at the hotel 

in Nagarkot 

Meals: Breakfast 

Day 04: Short hike to Chhangunarayan and drive to Kathmandu 

After enjoying photographing the sunrise and Himalayan views from the Nagarkot 

Tower, return to the hotel for breakfast and begin your shot nature hike to the 

Changu Narayan Hindu temple with your guide. 

The Nagarkot to Changu Narayan hiking passes through many natural Tamang 

villages and is home to the ancient temples of Changu Narayan, which are part of 

the UNESCO World Heritage Site in Kathmandu Valley. This trekking route is one 

of the most popular one-day treks on nature trails through the lush pine forests of 

Telkot Hill. It is a distance of 2 hours and 35 minutes and 9.6 kilometers) Telkot 

Bhanjyang Hill, with an elevation gain of about 450 meters, reached the Changu 

Narayan Temple, one of the World Heritage Sites in Kathmandu Valley. 

After arriving in Chhangunarayan, you will stop for lunch. After lunch, our car will 

pick you up and take you back to Kathmandu, an hour's drive (22.4 km) along the 

Araniko road; then you can go shopping or relax. 

Meals: Breakfast 

Day 05: Departure to Kathmandu international airport 



End of our services with departure transfer to Kathmandu airport to board your 

flight to your destination. 

Meals: Breakfast 

What is included in package? 

 Airport pick-up and return by private transport 

 Transportation in a private vehicle during the tour 

 Lodging in double rooms 

 English-speaking Nepalese tour guide throughout the tour 

 All entrance fees to the places of interest mentioned in the itinerary 

 State taxes and other office services 

What is excluded in the Package? 

 Lunch and dinner during the tour 

 Single room supplement if required 

 International or domestic tickets and airport charges 

 Nepal entry visa (US$ 25 for 15 days, US$ 40 for 30 days) 

 Alcoholic beverages, soft drinks, telephone calls, and laundry services 

 Personal expenses, tips, etc. 

 Travel insurance, medical insurance, and first-aid kit 

Accommodation 

All accommodations on this trip are included in the tour price on a twin share 

basis and are selected based on hygiene, service level, food, location, etc. You will 

stay in 3-star deluxe hotels in Kathmandu and Nagarkot. Most breakfasts are 

buffet-style. If you are traveling alone, you will share a room with a person of the 

same gender as your group. If you prefer a single room, you must let us know 

before booking the trip, and single rooms will be assigned upon request, upon 

payment of an individual supplement. 

VISA REQUIREMENTS 

A visa for Nepal is required for all foreign nationals (except Indians) to enter and 

spend a vacation in Nepal. Once the visa is issued, it must be used within six 

months from the date of issuance. For foreign travelers wishing to spend a 

vacation in Nepal, three types of Nepal visas can be applied depending on the 



trip's duration and purposes, such as single entry visa, multiple entry visa, and 

transit visas. The visa on arrival in Nepal is available for UK, EU, Australia, Canada, 

and US passport holders and can be issued at Tribhuvan International Airport. 

Best time of year: This tour is available all year round. It is highly recommended 

in February, March, April, May, September, October, and November. Winter can 

be a bit cold. June, July, and August is monsoon season, and the weather is hot 

and humid at times. 

FAQS 

How to get to Kathmandu? 

Travelers can fly directly to Kathmandu from Lhasa, Chengdu, Guangzhou, Hong 

Kong, Kunming in China, Thailand, India, Qatar, Turkey, Dubai, Malaysia, 

Singapore, and the United Arab Emirates. It is also possible to travel overland 

from Tibet, India, or Bhutan. 

How can I go to Nagarkot from Kathmandu? 

The easiest and cheapest way to get here from Kathmandu is to take a bus to 

Bhaktapur at the "Bhaktapur Bus Terminal" east of Ratna Park and from there to 

Nagarkot 1.5 hours, pleasant ride, although the buses are very crowded. 

How far is Nagarkot from Kathmandu? 

32 km. 

Nagarkot is located 32 km northeast of Kathmandu, at the northern end of the 

Kathmandu Valley. Nagarkot is famous for its views of the Himalayas: the 

Himalayan peaks at sunrise greatly sight. 

Can Everest be seen from Nagarkot? 

Nagarkot is located at an altitude of 2,195 meters from sea level; it is considered 

one of the most scenic places in the Bhaktapur district. It is famous for sunrise 

views of the Himalayas, including Mount Everest and other peaks of the 

Himalayan range in eastern Nepal. Nagarkot also offers a beautiful view of the 

Kathmandu valley. 

Which is better: Nagarkot or Sarangkot? 



Nagarkot and Sarangkot are two different spots for the best view of the snow-

capped mountains, and both are equally the best. From Nagarkot, you can see the 

Everest region and the highest mountain in the world, Mount Everest, and from 

Sarangkot, you can see the Annapurna ranges. 

Reviews 

Pleasant trip to Kathmandu and Nagarkot 

Kathmandu and Nagarkot's excellent city tour focuses on the main sights in 

Kathmandu and Nagarkot trekking. My guide was excellent. He was on time with 

the driver, and we had a perfect time at each place. He was professional, 

knowledgeable, and the definitive guide. As a solo traveler, he supports me by 

taking numerous photos and of me at the sites. The sunrise view from Nagarkot 

was fabulous, and the hiking was also enjoyable. He helped me with several gift 

purchases and always made sure I got an excellent deal. I highly recommend this 

Kathmandu and Nagarkot tour to everyone. Many thanks to Kishor for arranging 

this incredible trip for me. 

More than my expectation!!! Highly recommended 

I did the Kathmandu and Nagarkot city tour with Nepal Tour and Trekking Service 

P. Ltd. The guide, Mr. Subas, was excellent with all the information and friendly. 

He took me sightseeing in Kathmandu and Nagarkot. The sunset and sunrise view 

of Nagarkot was terrific. It was a good deal. The Buddhist stupa in Kathmandu was 

remarkable. I also had the opportunity to see Kumari live at Durbar Square in 

Kathmandu. The accommodation was lovely. The hotel service was good, and the 

food was delicious. Thanks for arranging this fantastic trip. 

Good trip and excellent disposition 

I just finished my five-day trip to Nepal and had a great time during this tour. My 

guide Sujan and driver Ravi were professional, knowledgeable, and fun. I had the 

opportunity to see Kathmandu city, temples, palaces, and beautiful sunrise and 

sunset from Nagarkot. I stayed in good hotels and enjoyed my trip to the fullest. 

Thanks to Kishor and his team for arranging the wonderful trip. 

An unforgettable trip to Nepal in 5 days 



My husband and I went for 4 nights 5 days tour to Kathmandu and Nagarkot. Our 

trip, managed by Mr. Kishor, the Nepal Tour & Trekking Service Pvt. Ltd, was 

brilliant. Everything from landing to departure back to Thailand was well 

organized and excellent. Kishor gave us the best hotels and the best vehicles. He 

is a very polite, helpful and respectable person. Mr. JOJO, our driver, was willing 

to help. I am planning a trip to Everest base camp trek with you. My highest 

recommendation to them!! 

Great trip and excellent guide. 

We did the Nagarkot sunrise and Bhaktpur Durbar square, and the Kathmandu 

city tour was excellent. The guide was knowledgeable about the history and 

scenery we saw. We were delighted to see the sunrise and beautiful Himalayan 

view. 

I didn't have to worry about anything, as Kishor took care of everything from 

customization to organizing the whole experience. His guides Susil and Prabin 

were very knowledgeable about the local culture and the rich history of Nepal. I 

thoroughly enjoyed visiting the heritage sites in Kathmandu valley, sunrise in 

Nagarkot with fantastic mountain views. 

I highly recommend Nepal Tour & Trekking Service P. Ltd to anyone looking for an 

unforgettable Nepal experience. 


